This metrics used to identify measurable properties of the code and relation between them. Several measures can be calculated with this method are program vocabulary, program length, volume, difficulty and effort. In learning process, the final result obtained by students should be linear with the results obtained each time the students doing their exercises. This study aims to see the pattern similarity relationship between coding that students do on each exercise in term of difficulty, programming effort and programming time with the final value that they obtained. The experiment was done by giving the students three sets of exercise questions which were derived from the final problem, then each set of exercise code done by each students measured using halstead method and compare with the final grade obtained by each student.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Halstead complexity metrics were developed to determine the size of the complexity of a program code quantitatively by performing direct measurements on the operators and operands present in program code, this method developed by Maurice Howard Halstead in 1977. Halstead complexity metrics used in private system in industry [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] and private system in academic/student research [7] , [8] , [9] .
According to Fenton [10] measurement generally has two uses, the first use is to monitor the achievement of software development progress and the second use is to evaluate the product or process. In both cases, software metrics can provide quantitative data to support decision making or conclusions. In order to make sure the measurement results is accurate, we must identify the entities and attributes to be used before measuring process conducted, this step is very important because the attributes and entities will clearly define what we measure.
According to Fenton [10] Entities that should to be considered in software measurement are: 1) Process: process is any activity related to software development. 2) Product: the product is the artifact produced during the software developed. 3) Resources: the resources can be person, hardware, or software required during the software development process. While the attributes of the entity can be both, internal or external. The internal attributes of an entity can only be measured by that entity, therefore the action is direct. The external attributes of an entity can only be measured with respect to how the entity is connected to the environment and therefore external attributes can only be measured indirectly.
II. HALSTEAD METHOD

A. Halstead Method Assumtion and Definition
The Halstead method is built on the assumption that a program actually consists only of operators and operands, so that if the number of operators and operands present in a program and how many times the operators and operands are used in a program can be known then it is sufficient to use as a basis for determining some of the software attributes such as: program length, volume, difficulty level and programming effort. It should be remembered that the equation generated by this method gives only an approximation of the actual condition and is not a statistical calculation.
There are several terms and definitions used in the Halstead method, the terms and definitions are:
Operand: any variables or constants that exist in the software.
Operator: any symbol or combination of symbols affecting the value or command operand.
Signs, arithmetic symbols (such as +, -, * and /), keywords (if, for, do, etc.), special symbols (such as: =, " ", (), ==,! =) and names functions included in the operator.
Some attributes are considered as fundamental attributes and used to obtain other attributes of the model, such attributes are:
η1 number of different operators 
B. Halstead Method Equations
The length (N) of a program code is the total number of symbols in the program and can be calculated by the equation:
The long calculation (N) of this program code can only be done after the program has finished, therefore Halstead introduces the way how long N can be predicted, the predicted length can be calculated using the equation:
This prediction is useful because η1 and η2 can be determined at the beginning of the coding phase. According to experimental observations comparing the length of the software and its estimators, the more the Value is actually close to the approximate value, the better the quality of the program.
Halstead also calculates the volume of a program, Volume (V) is defined as the number of bits required to represent the program. If we define the vocabulary of a program as
then the number of bits required to represent each element is log2η, therefore to represent the whole program we have
V = N log2η
on the calculation Volume potential V * the number of operands given by η2 * and the operator is 2, ie the name of the prescribed procedure and the operator to separate the argument, so that the calculation of the potential volume can be calculated by equation
V * = (η2 * + 2) log2 (η2 * + 2)
Using V and V *, the Halstead method can be used to define the indicator (L) of the program, by the equation:
Halstead also gives an estimate calculation (L <) for L that does not contain η2 *, the estimator is calculated by the equation:
From the calculation of the difficulty level of a program, the Halstead method then calculates the effort required to write a program, The effort required is defined as the amount of mental discrimination used in writing the program code. Calculated by the equation:
This research begins by making practice questions derived from the main problem, the main problem will be tested at the end and the result will be used as the final value. While the answers to the exercises done by students are measured using Halstead. The results of the two were then compared to see if there was a correlation between Halstead's difficulty levels compared with the student's final grade. This experiment was conducted within 6 days with the number of respondents as many as 17 undergraduate students. The result of halstead calculation on the final problem also shows the same attribute with halstead calculation result on the exercise problem, to know the comparison of difficulty level between the exercise problem and the final problem then the comparison of attribute Difficulty (D), Programming Effort (PE) and Programming Time (PT) for each practice is presented in table 4. The difficulty level of program in the first, second exercise and the third exercise then will be analyzed for each case before, after this step the data then will be compared with the difficulty level of the program on the final problem. The same method is also done for the time required by students to complete the program. We tend to do this comparison is not to compare the value for each attribute, but to see the pattern of the respondents as a whole.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Relationship between Difficulty and Programming Time
Fig1 shows the relationship between the difficulty level of programming and the time spent on the program in Exercise 1, Exercise 2 and Exercise 3 FIGURE 1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIFFICULTY AND PROGRAMMING TIME From the graph it can be seen that the difficulty level between Exercise 1, Exercise 2 and Exercise 3 tends to be the same for every student, it means students who have difficulty in the first practice will experience the same in the second and third exercises, as well as vice versa.
Nevertheless, the time needs by students to finish the program is very volatile for a student either on the first excercise, second exercise or the third exercise. As an example for the 11 th respondents: with similar difficulty levels on the first and third excercise, the time need to finish the program is quite different. Another example is the 1 st respondent, the difficulty level in first exercise is more easy rather than second exercise, according to the difficulty value for the first excercise is a half of second exercise but the time required to work on the second excercise more than twice the time required to do the first excercise.
B. Relationship between Difficulty, Programming Effort and
Programming Time Figure 2 shows the relationship between the difficulty level of the program, the effort taken to complete the program and the time required to complete the program at the 2 nd excercise. In figure 2 the data used is the second exercise data, from the graph it can be seen that the level of difficulty and time required to complete the program (programming time) tend to have the similar pattern, it means that all respondents will require longer programming time if the difficulty level of the problem is high enough.
Nevertheless, the efforts made by the students to complete the program (programming effort) have an anomaly pattern when compared with the pattern of difficulty level and time required to complete the program. For example is the data on the 3rd respondent and the 5th respondent, both of these respondents have difficulty level and programming time which is almost similar, but the programming effort done by the 3rd respondent and the 5th respondent has a significant difference. Figure 3 shows the pattern of difficulty in the first exercise, the second exercise, the third exercise and the final question. From the pattern it can be seen the consistency of the pattern on the level of difficulty both in the first exercise, second exercise, third exercise and the final problem. This means that every respondent who has difficulty to working in the first exercise problem, will meet the similar things in the next stage, and vice versa. It also shows that each exercise problems given to the students describes the degree of difficulty of problem given in the final excercise. Figure 4 shows the pattern of time required by the student to work on the problem in the first exercise, second exercise, third exercise and the final question.
C. Relationship Between The Exercise and Final Problem
From the graph shown in figure 4 it can be seen that the pattern of time required to completed the program in the first 2018 International Conference on Information and Communications Technology (ICOIACT) exercise, the second exercise, the third exercise and while working on the final question has a similar pattern. This shows the consistent pattern with the difficulty level data. Anomaly occurs only to the 11th respondent when working on the final problem, the time of the problem is soaring compared to the same time the same respondents work on the exercise questions before.
D. Discussion
Halstead method tries to create simple equations to explain about complex code attributes. The Code Length, Volume and Potential Volume of a program code are a usable measure, though Halstead's method is criticized for the way the discovery of the solution is considered unscientific because it is based on assumptions without empirical verification, eg: the code length estimator is calculated based on qualitative arguments.
The equation of effort is also based on the assumption that the selected algorithm has binary search complexity but no empirical or theoretical evidence can be used as a basis. Researchers who studied this method also do not have an agreement as a standard to calculate the number of operators and operands such as brackets open and close "()" whether to be counted one or two. So in fact the value of the measurement of the length of the code obtained from the Halstead method rarely corresponds to the measurement of the length of code performed empirically.
The effort required to complete the program is also an ambiguous element of the matrix, we cannot see whether this effort is directly proportional or inversely proportional to the degree of difficulty or time of work required to complete the program. The data used in this study is very limited to be able to be concluded thoroughly, for the development in the future, the similar research needs to do with the great number of respondents but still more controlled some variables of the research variables such as problems used and how conduct the experiment.
Apart from the existing problems Halstead method is widely used to measure a program's code because this method is the first method that can be used to determine software metrics, even this method is used as a comparison for new metrics that appear after this method.
Although it is too early to draw a conclusion, this study shows that with all its disadvantages, Halstead method can be used as a tools to measure whether students will be able to work on problems (or not) after they have been given exercises that fit the problem they must solve. To find out the sound foundations of this conclusion, it is necessary to do another experiment with various problems that are not related to the final problem and see whether the results have a similar pattern or vice versa.
